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Abstract: This paper discusses a spring-loaded accumulator with the output rotary link used in drives with energy recuperation for step 
movements. The basic principles of drives with energy recuperation made using the properties of oscillatory systems, when the energy spent 
on acceleration of the inertial mass moves from kinetic to potential energy. This drive must be equipped with accumulators of mechanical 
energy and managed retainers. The creation of such actuators is caused, mainly, by the necessity of increasing speed, large, in comparison 
with traditional, technical capabilities, when the comparative simplicity of their designs and low cost. 
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1. Introduction 
Spring accumulators dedicated a significant amount of work, 

but nevertheless it should be noted that in the technical literature no 
information about the characteristics of the spring accumulators and 
methods of their calculation and they do not find wide 
implementation in engineering development [1-4]. Another 
application of spring loaded accumulators can be machine to test a 
variety of machine elements to determine their service life and 
reliability [5]. In this case, in case of the required operational load 
on examinees of a detail, expense of energy will be lowered at least 
much in comparison with energy expenses in model stands. Also 
spring accumulators with an output rotary link are used in drives 
with energy recuperation for step movement and balancing devices 
[6-8]. 

In this paper, discussing the spring-loaded accumulators with 
the output rotary link based on tension and compression spring with 
rotation angle 2π. Spring drives possess high-speed performance 
and differ in the increased reliability. The use of spring-loaded 
accumulators with the output rotary link in drives with energy 
recuperation to step movement helps to reduce energy costs by 5-10 
times [9,10] compared with traditional stepper drives. Figure 1 
shows a spring accumulator with the output rotary link 1, is 
pivotally connected with a cylindrical tension spring 2. The second 
end of the spring connected to the base. When rotating around the 
axis O, the point O1 is the angle π2=q . Figure 2 shows a similar 
arrangement of a spring accumulator, in which the applied 
compression spring.  

2. Spring accumulator 

 
Fig. 1 Scheme of a spring accumulator with the output rotary link and 

a tension spring 

 
Fig. 2 Scheme of a spring accumulator with the output rotary link and  

a compression spring 

Figure 3 is a diagram of the spring accumulator with the output 
rotary link with two symmetrical tension springs. Figure 4 shows a 
similar arrangement of a spring accumulator with two symmetric 
springs.  

 
Fig. 3 Scheme of a nonlinear spring accumulator with the output rotary 

link with two symmetrical tension springs 

 
Fig. 4 Scheme of a spring accumulator with the output rotary link 

with two symmetric springs 

In schemes above, the spring is connected directly with the 
rotary link and the base. To implement the rotation motion spring 
drives can be used with flexible element combine with support 
rollers [8]. Figure 5 shown scheme of the spring-loaded 
accumulator in which a rotary link connects to the spring through a 
flexible element, such as wire or steel tape. 

 

Fig. 5 Scheme of the spring accumulator with a flexible element 
1 – rotary link, 2 – flexible element, 3 – spring, 4 – pulley 

In work [11] proposed an actuator based on the scheme of the 
spring accumulator with one stretching and two rotary links, 
kinematic ally associated with the output link. Figure 6 is a scheme 
of the spring accumulator with one stretching and two rotary links. 

That scheme can be used as actuators for positioning in the 
automatic turrets of machine tools, as well as in rotary tables or 
rotary heads to the tool. 
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Fig. 6 Scheme of the spring accumulator with one stretching and two 

rotary links 

3. The characteristic of spring accumulator 

The main geometric characteristics of the spring accumulators 
are: 
1. The radius of the output link 
2. The minimum length of the spring 
3. The maximum length of the spring 
4. The distance between centers 
5. The rotation angle of the output link 

So the spring loaded accumulators can be used as drives with 
recuperation energy for stepper movements, reciprocating 
oscillating movements, swinging and reciprocating movement, as 
well as in system balancing units located in a vertical plane, the 
following discusses the characteristics of the spring accumulators in 
the range of rotation of the output link angle 2π. 

The distance between centers for spring accumulators, shown in 
figures 1-4 is equal to: 

(1) 0Lra +=             
Since the maximum elongation of the spring in the current 

spring accumulator equals rLпр 2max =∆ , so ,
yK
rL 2

0 =  

Where yK  – ratio of elongation of the spring, which for the 
standard cylindrical springs ranges within 0,5…4 [10].  

raL +=max   
For determination of areas of change of distance between 

centers, we will enter the dimensionless coefficient 
r
aa =′  . 

Then the values will change from 1,5r to 5r, and the 
dimensionless parameter of the spring accumulators with tension 
spring [ ]5...5,1∈′a , for compression springs [ ]5...1,1∈′a . 

The main characteristics of the spring accumulators with the 
output rotary link are: 

1. The law of change of potential energy depending on the angle of 
rotation  

2. The dependence of the spring force from the rotation angle of the 
output link  

3. The spring constant and the maximum spring force 
4. The law of change of the driving moment, which, when given a 

constant moment of inertia, similar in appearance to the law of 
acceleration 

5. The dependence of the rate of the output link of the rotation angle  
6. Time of rotation to a specified angle at the specified moment of 

inertia and the spring constant 
7. Dissipative loss and loss ratio 

In the design of spring actuators these characteristics allow the 
designer to consciously choose certain spring accumulators, with 
consideration their main characteristics and comparative analysis.  

Consider some of the main characteristics of the spring 
accumulators. We assume that the load on the spring accumulators 
is determined by the moment of inertia of the rotary table, given to 
the axis of the rotary link. Process loading on rotary tables and 
stepper drives is not present, and the load on the actuator is 
determined only by the mass characteristics of structural elements. 
Define the laws of change of potential energy for spring-loaded 
accumulators. For spring-loaded accumulators with one rotary link 
(Fig.1,2), with the same rigidity of the springs c and the radius r, the 

maximum potential energy in the unstable equilibrium position in 
the absence of pre-tension of the spring is: 

(2)   22max crV =      
where    с – spring constant;  
             1OOr =  – radius of rotary links; 
              q – rotation angle of rotary links. 
For spring accumulator with two rotary links (Fig.3,4), when 

the spring constant c and the radius r, the maximum potential 
energy without pre-tension of the spring is: 

(3)  2
max 4crV =               

The current value of potential energy is defined by the 
following expression:  

(4)  25,0 прLcV ∆=                

Where 0
22 2 LarcosqarLпр −++=∆  – the current 

elongation of the spring 
According to equations (8), (9) equation (7) indicating the 

current value of the potential energy for the spring accumulator will 
be: 

(5)  
2

0
22 cos2

2 





 −++= LqararcVT   

or 

(6)  ′= TT VcrV
2

2
  

where ( )
2

2 1cos21 





 −′−′+′+=′ aqaaVT  – the equation that 

determines the value of the potential energy in a dimensionless 
form. 

The current value of potential energy depending on the angle of 
rotation for all the above schemes will be determined by their 
construction parameters. The graphs defining the range of values of 
potential energy depending on the rotation angle for various values 
of a′  is presented in figure 7. 

 
Fig. 7 The potential energy characteristics of the nonlinear spring 

accumulator for the various values of the parameter a’ 

Consider the spring-loaded accumulators can be used in drives 
with compensation of dissipative losses in the process of moving 
and drives with them prior compensation. In the latter case, a stable 
equilibrium position, the spring has a preload. 

Dissipative loss of the spring accumulator with the output rotary 
element determined by the internal friction in the spring and by 
friction in the hinged connections of the spring [10, 12]. 

The maximum potential energy of the spring accumulators with 
the preload of the spring is: 

(7)  ( )2max 25,0 LrcV ∆+=   
L∆  – value of the pre-lengthening springs, providing a required 

pre-tension.. This is not necessarily the compensation of dissipative 
losses.  In some cases, this is features of the linearity of the spring. 

The minimum value of potential energy is equal to: 
(8)  2

min 5,0 LcV ∆=     
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The difference between the maximum and minimum 
potential energy of the spring accumulator with pre-compensation 
of dissipative losses is equal to their value: 

(9)  minmax VVAД −=    (9) 
For spring accumulator intended for the drive with 

compensation of dissipative losses in the process of moving the 
center distance is determined by the equation (1), in spring 
accumulator intended for the drive with a provisional compensation 
of dissipative losses center distance is determined based on the pre-
elongation of springs: 

(10)  LLra ∆++= 0    (10) 
Define the change in potential energy of the spring 

accumulators with pre-compensation of dissipative losses. 
Moment acting on the rotary link is given by: 

(11) hLcM пр∆=                                 

qarar

qarh
cos2

cos
22 ++

=  – arm of torque  

For spring accumulators are shown in figures 1 and 2, the 
output moment characteristic is defined by the following 
expression: 

(12)  














++

−
−=

qarar

raqacrM
cos2

1sin
22

   (12) 

(13)  MqcrM ′⋅= sin2    (13) 

where














′+′+

−′
−′=′

qaa

aaM
cos21

11
2

 – equation, that 

determines the value of the moment in dimensionless form. 
Figure 8 shows the moment characteristics of the nonlinear 

spring accumulators, shown in figures 1 and 2. 

 
Fig. 8 The moment characteristics of the nonlinear spring accumulator 

with the output rotary link for the various values of  a’ 

It should be noted that with increasing distance between centres, 
the peak value increases and shifts to the position of unstable 
equilibrium. 

The current values of the spring force, according to equations 
(1), (5) are determined by the following expressions: 

(14)  прпр LcP ∆=    (14) 

(15)  





 −++= 0

22 cos2 LqararcPпр   

(16)  прпр PcrP ′=   

where 1cos21 2 +′−′+′+=′ aqaaPпр  – equation, that 
determines the value of the spring force in dimensionless form.  

In figure 9 shown graphs correlations that determine value of 
the spring force in the general form.  

  

Fig. 9 The correlation of the spring force with the rotation angle for 
various values of a′  

To determine the velocity of the output link, total mechanical 
energy of the spring accumulator without taking dissipative losses 
can be written: 

(17)  TVV T =−max      
The maximum kinetic energy is equal: 

(18)  
2

2qJT


=   

Current angular velocity is determined from equation (18) for 
total mechanical energy of the spring accumulator is equal to: 

(19)   ( )
J

VVq T−
= max2

   

The maximum angular velocity of the rotary link occurs when 
the passage position of stable equilibrium and is equal to: 

(20)  
J

Lqararccr

q



















 −++−

=

2

0
222 cos25,022

      

or 

(21)  q
J
crq ′⋅=  2   

where 
( )

4

1cos21
1

2
2 






 −′−′+′+

−=′
aqaa

q  – equation that 

determines the value of the angular velocity in dimensionless form. 
The dependence of the dimensionless characteristics of the 

angular velocity of the spring accumulator with rotary link at 
various values a' shown in figure 10. 

  

Fig. 10 The correlation of the dimensionless characteristics of the 
angular velocity of the spring accumulator with the output rotary link at 

various values of a′  

If we take a′ =1, then equation (6, 15, 18, 23) will take the form 
of sine for accumulator [12-16]. 

Spring accumulator with a sine characteristic is impossible to 
realize with the angle of rotation is equal to 2π because of the 
dynamic and structural limitations. But the freight accumulator 
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allows you to realize the actuator with angle of rotation equal to 2π 
[14]. Also the spring-loaded accumulators with sine moment 
characteristics can be implemented in balance systems with vertical 
position or when the angle of rotation q<2π [10]. 

Time of rotation for the spring accumulator when angle 2π 
is determined by the integral equation: 

(22)  ( )∫=
π2

0
qq

dqt


  

Equation (23) can be written in the form 

(23)  ( )∫ ⋅==
π2

0
2
1

tqK
c
J

rqq
dqt


  

In case of the solution of an integral equation (24) for the sine 
accumulators obtained value of the coefficient tqK  = 24,5 that 
allows to determine the time of rotation for a given spring constant 
or spring constant at a given time of rotation.  

The coefficient tqK for various values of a′ are presented in 
table 1. 

Table 1. 
a′  1 2 3 4 5 6 10 20 

tqK  24,5 21,6 20,5 20,0 19,6 19,4 19,0 18,6 

It can be noted that the increase in a' caused increase in speed 
and decrease the time of rotation. 

Transforming the equation (24) we find the spring constant: 

22

2

4 tr

KJ
c tq⋅
=   

In case of rotation angle is equal to 2π, it is possible to obtain 
accurate or sinusoidal law of acceleration, or a sinusoidal law, in 
which velocity and acceleration vary continuously, and their 
changes begins and ends with zero values.  
 The best approximation to the sine of the moment characteristic 
can be obtained in spring-loaded accumulators with a flexible 
element, presented in figure 5. 

Scheme of the spring accumulator with a flexible element 
shown in figure 5. 

Changing the length of the spring 3 occurs within the same as 
discussed above for spring-loaded accumulator 

In accordance with the configuration illustrated in figure 5: 
5441 OOOOLT +=  

Where 41OO  – length of the flexible element from the axis 1O to the 
tangent point of pulley 4O  

54OO  – length of the flexible element 4O  to 5O  within the 
angle q2 

We marked LOO =41 . 
Length of the flexible element at the angle of the girth q2 equal 

2qρ (q2 in radians). 
Value of an angle q2 is received from the solution of a quadratic 
equation: 

( ) ( ) 0sin2sin 22
22

222 =−−−+ ρRqArqRA  (24) 
The current dimension 2qLLT ρ+=  

The moment of the considered spring accumulator, according to 
a figure 12, is define by expression (12) 
where ( )21 sinsin qqLqrh −== . 

For preliminary calculations when 15,0≤
r
ρ   it is possible to 

use coefficient tqK  , provided in table 1, for the given parameter a′ . 
During creation of spring drives the key parameters 

characterizing working operations are the given inertia moment of 
an output link and the preset time of rotation. 

The spring accumulators considered above have a working 
turning angle equal π2=q also differ in the favorable dynamic 
modes. 

4. Conclusion 
Concerning smoothness of turn the spring accumulator with an 

output turning link and a turning angle 2π is ideal. Use of spring 
accumulators is justified them by small overall dimensions and high 
high-speed performance. 

The use of symmetric schemes with two springs allows us to 
increase the potential energy two times in comparison with spring 
accumulators with one spring, and to increase the speed at a given 
spring constant. 

When create a spring loaded actuators based on spring 
accumulator on fundamental characteristics are given to the axis of 
the rotary link moment inertia of the turntable and a predetermined 
time of rotation defined by the process equipment. 

Dependences of key parameters of spring accumulators in case 
of different geometrical characteristics are revealed that allows to 
draw the following conclusions. 

Increase in distance between centers leads to increase in high-
speed performance in case of the given rigidness of a spring, but in 
case of values a′ > 5 time of rotation decreases slightly, and it 
allows to draw a conclusion on inexpediency of increase in overall 
dimensions of the drive. 

In case of design of turning desktops for the packing and 
packing equipment without acceleration restriction, in need of 
increase in high-speed performance, it is possible to use the spring 
accumulators having values a′ > 3. In case of restriction of 
acceleration it is necessary to use spring accumulators close to the 
sine accumulator. 

During creation of the spring accumulator on the basis of a 
flexible element, it is possible to receive the best approximation to 
the sine moment characteristic, and also to realize different 
arrangement decisions. 
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